We extend the techniques of Hügel, Rauhut and Strohmer [27] to show that for every δ ∈ (0, 1], there exists an explicit random m × N partial Fourier matrix A with m = s polylog(N/ǫ) and entropy s δ polylog(N/ǫ) such that for every s-sparse signal x ∈ C N , there exists an event of probability at least 1 − ǫ over which x is the unique minimizer of z 1 subject to Az = Ax. The bulk of our analysis uses tools from decoupling to estimate the extreme singular values of the submatrix of A whose columns correspond to the support of x.
Introduction
A vector x ∈ C N is said to be s-sparse if it has at most s nonzero entries. Natural images are well-approximated by sparse vectors in a wavelet domain, and this feature is exploited by JPEG2000 image compression [41] . In 2006, Candès, Romberg and Tao [13] and Donoho [18] discovered that sparsity could also be exploited for compressed sensing. One popular formulation of compressed sensing is to find a sensing matrix A ∈ C m×N such that every s-sparse vector x ∈ C N with s ≤ m/ polylog N can be efficiently reconstructed from the linear data y = Ax by solving the convex program minimize z 1 subject to Az = y.
(1)
To enjoy this ℓ 1 -recovery property, it suffices for A to act as a near-isometry over the set of s-sparse vectors [12, 11] :
for every s-sparse x, y ∈ C N .
We refer to such A as s-restricted isometries. Equivalently, every submatrix A T that is comprised of 2s columns from A has singular values σ(A T ) ⊆ [ 1/2, 3/2]. Since random matrices exhibit predictable extreme singular values [40, 43, 46] , it comes as no surprise that many distributions of random matrices A ∈ C m×N are known to be s-restricted isometries with high probability provided m ≥ s polylog N, e.g., [14, 8, 34, 32] . Unfortunately, testing (2) is NP-hard [3, 42] , and it is even hard for matrices with independent subgaussian entries, assuming the hardness of finding planted dense subgraphs [47] .
In 2007, Tao [39] posed the problem of finding explicit s-restricted isometries A ∈ C m×N with N ǫ ≤ m ≤ (1 − ǫ)N and m = s polylog N. One may view this as an instance of Avi Wigderson's hay in a haystack problem [4] . To be clear, we say a sequence {A N } of m(N) × N matrices with N → ∞ is explicit if there exists an algorithm that on input N produces A N in time that is polynomial in N. For example, we currently know of several explicit sequences of matrices A with unit-norm columns {a i } i∈[N ] and minimum coherence:
See [21] for a survey. Since the columns of such matrices are nearly orthonormal, they are intuitively reasonable choices to ensure σ(A T ) ⊆ [ 1/2, 3/2]. One may leverage the Gershgorin circle theorem to produce such an estimate [2, 17, 5] , but this will only guarantee (2) for s ≤ m 1/2 / polylog N. In fact, this estimate is essentially tight since there exist m × N matrices of minimum coherence with Θ( √ m) linearly dependent columns [22, 30] . As an alternative to Gershgorin, Bourgain et al. [9, 10] introduced the so-called flat RIP estimate to demonstrate that certain explicit m × N matrices with m = Θ(N 1−ǫ ) are s-restricted isometries for s = O(m 1/2+ǫ ), where ǫ = 10 −16 ; see [35] for an expository treatment. It was conjectured in [5] that the Paley equiangular tight frames [37] are restricted isometries for even larger values of ǫ, and the flat RIP estimate can be used to prove this, conditional on existing conjectures on cancellations in the Legendre symbol [6] . While is it difficult to obtain explicit s-restricted isometries for s = m/ polylog N, there have been two approaches to make partial progress: random signals and derandomized matrices. The random signals approach explains a certain observation: While low-coherence m × N sensing matrices may not determine every s-sparse signal with s = m/ polylog N, they do determine most of these signals. In fact, even for the m × N matrices A of minimum coherence with Θ( √ m) linearly dependent columns (indexed by T , say), while y = Ax fails to uniquely determine any x with support containing T , it empirically holds that random s-sparse vectors x can be reconstructed from y = Ax by solving (1). This behavior appears to exhibit a phase transition [36] , and Tropp proved this behavior up to logarithmic factors in [44] ; see also the precise asymptotic estimates conjectured by Haikin, Zamir and Gavish [25] and recent progress in [33] .
As another approach, one may seek explicit random matrices that are s-restricted isometries for s = m/ polylog N with high probability, but with as little entropy as possible; here, we say a sequence {A N } of m(N)×N random matrices is explicit if there exists an algorithm that on input N produces A N in time that is polynomial in N, assuming access to a random variable that is uniformly distributed over [k] := {1, . . . , k} for any desired k ∈ N. Given a discrete random variable X that takes values in X , the entropy H(X) of X is defined by
For example, the uniform distribution over [2 H ] has entropy H, meaning it takes H independent tosses of a fair coin to simulate this distribution. One popular random matrix in compressed sensing draws independent entries uniformly over {±m −1/2 } [14, 8, 20, 34] , which has entropy H = mN = sN polylog N. One may use the Legendre symbol to derandomize this matrix to require only H = s polylog N random bits [4] . Alternatively, one may draw m rows uniformly from the N × N discrete Fourier transform to get H = m log 2 N = s polylog N [14, 38, 15, 7, 26] . Any choice of Johnson-Lindenstrauss projection [31] with m = s polylog N is an s-restricted isometry with high probability [8] , but these random matrices inherently require H = Ω(m) [4] . To date, it is an open problem to find explicit random m × N matrices with N ǫ ≤ m ≤ (1 − ǫ)N and H ≪ s that are s-restricted isometries for s = m/ polylog N with high probability.
There is another meaningful way to treat the compressed sensing problem: Show that the distribution of a given random m × N matrix A has the property that for every s-sparse x ∈ C N , there exists a high-probability event E(x) over which x can be reconstructed from y = Ax by solving (1). This nonuniform setting was originally studied by Candès, Romberg and Tao in [13] , and later used to define the Donoho-Tanner phase transition [19, 1] . For applications, the nonuniform setting assumes that a fresh copy of A is drawn every time a signal x is to be sensed as y = Ax, and then both A and y are passed to the optimizer to solve (1) , which is guaranteed to recover x at least inf x P(E(x)) of the time. Notice that if an explicit random matrix is an s-restricted isometry in the high-probability event E, then it already enjoys a such guarantee with E(x) = E for every s-sparse x ∈ C N . As such, it is natural to seek a nonuniform guarantee for an explicit random matrix with entropy H ≪ s.
Let G : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * denote a pseudorandom number generator with stretching parameter L ∈ N, that is, a deterministic function that is computable in polynomial time such that (i) G maps strings of length n to strings of length n L , and (ii) for every function D : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} that is computable in probabilistic polynomial time and every k ∈ N, there exists n 0 ∈ N such that for every n ≥ n 0 , it holds that
where U and V are uniformly distributed over {0, 1} n L and {0, 1} n , respectively. In words, G stretches n random bits into n L bits that are computationally indistinguishable from true randomness. While pseudorandom number generators are not known to exist, their existence is a fundamental assumption in modern cryptography [24] . Take any choice of explicit m×N random matrices A(U) with m = s polylog N and entropy s polylog N that are s-restricted isometries with high probability, and consider the pseudorandom counterpart A(G(V )) with entropy s 1/L polylog N. If there were an s-sparse x ∈ C N that failed to typically equal the unique minimizer of z 1 subject to A(G(V ))z = A(G(V ))x, then we could use this x to detect the difference between U and G(V ). As such, we expect that for every L ∈ N, there exist explicit m × N random matrices with m = s polylog N and entropy s 1/L polylog N that enjoy a nonuniform ℓ 1 -recovery guarantee.
In 2014, Hügel, Rauhut and Strohmer [27] applied tools from decoupling to show that certain random matrices that arise in remote sensing applications enjoy a nonuniform ℓ 1recovery guarantee. One may directly apply their techniques to obtain an explicit random m × N partial Fourier matrix A with entropy Θ(s 1/2 log N log(N/ǫ)) such that each s-sparse vector x ∈ C N can be recovered by ℓ 1 minimization with probability at least 1−ǫ. Explicitly, A is the submatrix of the N × N discrete Fourier transform with rows indexed by {b i + b j : i, j ∈ [n]}, where n = Θ(s 1/2 log(N/ǫ)) and b 1 , . . . , b n are independent random variables with uniform distribution over Z/NZ. In this paper, we generalize this construction to allow for row indices of the form {b i 1 + · · · + b i L : i 1 , . . . , i L ∈ [n]}. Our main result, found in the next section, is that for each L, one may take n = Θ L (s 1/L log 4 (N/ǫ)) to obtain a nonuniform ℓ 1 -recovery guarantee. In a sense, this confirms our prediction from the previous paragraph, but it does not require the existence of pseudorandom number generators. Our proof hinges on a different decoupling result (Proposition 8) that reduces our key spectral norm estimate to an iterative application of the matrix Bernstein inequality (Proposition 10); see Section 3. In Section 4, we provide a simplified treatment of the moment method used in [27] to obtain an approximate dual certificate, though generalized for our purposes. Hopefully, similar ideas can be used to produce explicit random m × N matrices with m = s polylog N and entropy H ≪ s that are s-restricted isometries with high probability. Also, we note that Iwen [29] identified explicit random m × N matrices with m = Θ(s log 2 N) and entropy H = Θ(log 2 s) for which a specialized algorithm enjoys a nonuniform recovery guarantee, and it would be interesting if this level of derandomization could also be achieved with ℓ 1 recovery.
Main result
Throughout, we take e N : R → C defined by e N (x) := e 2πix/N . We will use the following random matrix as a compressed sensing matrix: Definition 1. Let N be prime and put m = n L for some n, L ∈ N. Given independent, uniform random variables b 1 , . . . , b n over [N], then the Minkowski partial Fourier matrix is the random m × N matrix A with rows indexed by [n] L , and whose entry at (I, j)
We take N to be prime for convenience; we suspect that our results also hold when N is not prime, but the proofs would be more complicated. To perform compressed sensing, we sense with the random matrix A to obtain data y and then we solve the following program:
Our main result states that if x ∈ C N is nearly sparse, n = s 1/L polylog(N/ǫ), and the noisy data y = Ax + e satisfies e 2 ≤ η, then the minimizer of (3) is a good approximation of x with probability at least 1 − ǫ:
Theorem 2 (main result). Fix L ∈ N. There exists C L > 0 depending only on L such that the following holds. Given any prime N, positive integer s ≤ N, and ǫ ∈ (0, 1), select any integer n ≥ C L s 1/L log 4 (N/ǫ). Then the Minkowski partial Fourier matrix A with parameters (N, n, L) has the property that for any fixed signal x ∈ C N and noise e ∈ C n L with e 2 ≤ η, then given random data y = Ax + e, the minimizerx of (3) satisfies the estimate
with probability at least 1 − ǫ.
To prove this result, we construct an approximate dual certificate that satisfies the hypotheses of the following proposition. Here and throughout, x s denotes (any of) the best s-term approximation(s) of x. Proposition 3 (Theorem 3.1 in [27] , cf. Theorem 4.33 in [23] ). Fix a signal x ∈ C N and a measurement matrix A ∈ C m×N with unit-norm columns. Fix s ∈ [N] and any
and that there exists v ∈ C m such that u := A * v satisfies
Then for every e ∈ C m with e 2 ≤ η, given random data y = Ax+ e, the minimizerx of (3) satisfies the estimate
When applying Proposition 3, we will make use of a few intermediate lemmas. For example, the columns of A have low coherence with high probability:
L > 0 depending only on L such that the following holds. Given any N, n ∈ N, let {a i } i∈[N ] denote the column vectors of the Minkowski partial Fourier matrix A with parameters (N, n, L). Then
The proof of Lemma 4 follows from an application of the complex Hoeffding inequality:
Proposition 5 (complex Hoeffding). Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n are independent complex random variables with EX i = 0 and |X i | ≤ K almost surely.
Then for every t ≥ 0, it holds that
where the last step applies Hoeffding's inequality, namely, Theorem 2 in [28] .
Proof of Lemma 4. For each j ∈ [N], consider v j ∈ C n whose i-th entry is e N (b i j), and observe that a j = n −L/2 · v ⊗L j . Apply the union bound and Proposition 5 to get
where the last step takes t := (C (1)
with probability at least 1 − ǫ 3 , as desired. The proofs of the following lemmas can be found in the Sections 3 and 4:
L > 0 depending only on L such that the following holds. Given any prime N, positive integer s ≤ N, and ǫ ∈ (0, 1), select any integer n ≥ C
denote the column vectors of the Minkowski partial Fourier matrix A with parameters (N, n, L). Take any u ∈ T c , k ∈ N and p ≥ 2, and put η := (k + 1)Lp. Then
Proof of Theorem 2. We will restrict to an event of the form E = E 1 ∩ E 2 ∩ E 3 such that the hypotheses of Proposition 3 are satisfied over E and each E i has probability at least 1 − ǫ 3 . By Lemma 6, we may take
Next, the nonzero singular values of any B and B † are reciprocal to each other, and so
As such, for (5), it remains to verify that u T c ∞ ≤ 1/2. We will define E 2 and E 3 in such a way that Lemmas 4 and 7 imply this bound.
For any ω ∈ N, the triangle inequality then gives
Given
We apply these estimates to obtain
Next, by Lemma 4, we may take
Then since n ≥ (C
where the last step follows from selecting ω := ⌈2 log N⌉, say. It remains to establish (6) ≤ 1/4. To this end, we define
and we will use Lemma 7 to prove P(E c 3 ) ≤ ǫ/3 by the moment method. For every choice of β 0 , . . . , β ω−1 > 0 satisfying ω−1 k=0 β k ≤ 1/4 and p 0 , . . . , p ω−1 ≥ 2, the union bound gives
where the last step follows from Markov's inequality. For simplicity, we select β k := 5 −(k+1) . Put η k := (k + 1)Lp k . Then Lemma 7 gives that the k-th term of (8) satisfies
= 2 exp 2η k · log 5 1/(2L) · η k · (s 1/L n −1 ) 1/4 , and the right-hand side is minimized when the inner logarithm equals −1, i.e., when
In particular, the optimal choice of η k does not depend on k. It remains to verify that p k ≥ 2 for every k (so that Lemma 7 applies) and that (8) ≤ ǫ/3. Since ǫ < 1, we have
which combined with (9) and k + 1 ≤ ω ≤ 3 log N implies that p k ≥ 2. Also,
and the right-hand side is less than ǫ/3 since n ≥ C L s 1/L log 4 (N/ǫ).
Proof of Lemma 6
Recall that the rows in the submatrix A T are not statistically independent. To overcome this deficiency, our proof of Lemma 6 makes use of the following decoupling estimate:
Proposition 8 (Theorem 3.4.1 in [16] ). Fix k ∈ N. There exists a constant C k > 0 depending only on k such that the following holds. Given independent random variables X 1 , . . . , X n in a measurable space S, a separable Banach space B, and a measurable function h : S k → B, then for every t > 0, it holds that
where for each i ∈ [n] and ℓ ∈ [k], X (ℓ) i is an independent copy of X i .
Proposition 8 will allow us to reduce Lemma 6 to the following simpler result, which uses some notation that will be convenient throughout this section: For a fixed T ⊆ [N], let X 0 denote the matrix 11 * − I ∈ C T ×T , and for each x ∈ [N], let D x ∈ C T ×T denote the diagonal matrix whose t-th diagonal entry is given by e N (−xt). 
We prove Lemma 9 by an iterative application of both the complex Hoeffding and matrix Bernstein inequalities: Proposition 10 (matrix Bernstein, Theorem 1.4 in [45] ). Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n are independent random d × d self-adjoint matrices with
. Then our task is to prove
for every ℓ ∈ [L] and α ∈ (0, L −1 ). To accomplish this, first put
where the last step uses the fact that X ℓ is self-adjoint. Next, fix thresholds u 0 , . . . , u L > 0 and v 0 , . . . , v L−1 > 0 (to be determined later), and define events
In this notation, our task is to bound P(A c ℓ ) for each ℓ ∈ [L]. First, we take v 0 = ns so that E c 0 = B c 0 is empty, i.e., P(E c 0 ) = 0. Now fix ℓ ≥ 0 and suppose P(E c ℓ ) ≤ ℓα/2. Then we can condition on E ℓ , and
Later, we will apply Proposition 5 to obtain the bound
which combined with (11) implies that P(E c ℓ+1 ) ≤ (ℓ + 1)α/2. By induction, we have
and so we can condition on E. Next, we take u 0 = s so that A c 0 is empty, i.e., P(A c 0 |E) = 0. Now fix ℓ ≥ 0 and suppose P(A c ℓ |E) ≤ ℓα/2. Then we can condition on A ℓ ∩ E, and
Later, we will apply Proposition 10 to obtain the bound
which combined with (14) implies
Combining (13) and (16) then gives
Overall, to prove (10), it suffices to select thresholds
and v 1 , . . . , v L−1 > 0 in such a way that (12) and (15) hold simultaneously.
In what follows, we demonstrate (12) . Let P ℓ denote the probability measure obtained by conditioning on the event E ℓ , and let E ℓ denote expectation with respect to this measure. As we will see, Proposition 5 implies that P ℓ (B c ℓ+1 |X ℓ ) ≤ α/2 holds P ℓ -almost surely, which in turn implies
t,x ∈ C T ×T denote the diagonal matrix whose t-th diagonal entry is 0, and whose u-th diagonal entry is e N (−xu) for u ∈ T \ {t}. In particular, D ′ t,x is identical to D x , save the t-th diagonal entry. Then since the t-th entry of X ℓ e t is 0, we may write
We then take norms to get
Recalling the definition of σ 2 ℓ (X ℓ ), it follows that
where the last step holds P ℓ -almost surely since B ℓ ⊇ E ℓ . As such, the following bound holds P ℓ -almost surely:
where the last step applies the union bound. Next, for each t, u ∈ T with t = u, it holds that {e N (b (ℓ+1) j (t − u))} j∈[n] are P ℓ -independent complex random variables with zero mean and unit modulus P ℓ -almost surely. We may therefore apply Proposition 5 to continue:
As such, selecting v ℓ+1 := 2n log(8s 2 /α) · v ℓ ensures that P ℓ (B c ℓ+1 |X ℓ ) ≤ α/2 holds P ℓ -almost surely, as desired.
Next, we demonstrate (15) . For convenience, we change the meanings of P ℓ and E ℓ : Let P ℓ denote the probability measure obtained by conditioning on the event A ℓ ∩ E, and let E ℓ denote expectation with respect to this measure. As we will see, Proposition 10 implies that P ℓ (A c ℓ+1 |X ℓ ) ≤ α/2 holds P ℓ -almost surely, which in turn implies
by the law of total probability. Let X ⊆ C T ×T denote the support of the discrete distribution of X ℓ under P ℓ . For each x ∈ X , let P ℓ,x denote the probability measure obtained by conditioning P ℓ on the event
and so Proposition 10 gives
where the last step follows from the fact that x resides in the support of the P ℓ -distribution of X ℓ , and furthermore σ 2
holds P ℓ -almost surely, and so we select u ℓ+1 so that the right-hand side is at most α/2. One may show that it suffices to take u 1 := v 1/2 L−1 · 4 log(4s/α) and u ℓ+1 = u ℓ · (4/3) log(4s/α) for ℓ ≥ 1. This choice satisfies (17) , from which the result follows.
Proof of Lemma 6. For indices i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ∈ [n] we define
Notice that H(·) is a deterministic function, but H i 1 ···i ℓ is random since b i 1 , . . . , b i ℓ are random. Observe that we may decompose A * T A T − I as
For each ℓ ∈ [L], it will be convenient to partition [n] ℓ = I ℓ n ⊔ J ℓ n , where I ℓ n denotes the elements with distinct entries and J ℓ n denotes the elements that do not have distinct entries. In addition, we let S([L], ℓ) denote the set of partitions of [L] into ℓ nonempty sets, and we put S(L, ℓ) := |S([L], ℓ)|. To analyze the above sum, we will relate A * T A T − I to a sum indexed over I ℓ n . Specifically, every tuple (i 1 , . . . , i L ) ∈ [n] L is uniquely determined by three features:
• the number ℓ ∈ [L] of distinct entries in the tuple, To be clear, we order the members of S = {S 1 , . . . , S ℓ } lexicographically so that i k = j l for every k ∈ S l . For every S ∈ S([L], ℓ), we may therefore abuse notation by considering the function S : [n] ℓ → [n] L defined by S(j 1 , . . . , j ℓ ) = (i 1 , . . . , i L ). It will also be helpful to denote σ : [L] → [ℓ] such that for every i ∈ [L], it holds that i ∈ S σ(i) , that is, i resides in the σ(i)-th member of the partition S. This gives
,ℓ) (j 1 ,...,j ℓ )∈I ℓ n H S(j 1 ,...,j ℓ ) .
The triangle inequality and union bound then give
where the last inequality uses the simple bound S(L, ℓ) ≤ 2 L 2 .
To proceed, we will apply Proposition 8 with k = ℓ, random variables . Observe that H S(j 1 ,...,j ℓ ) = h S (b j 1 , . . . , b j ℓ ). As such, we may continue our bound:
Since L < N, then for each S ∈ S([L], ℓ), we have s i ∈ (0, N) for every i ∈ [ℓ]. Also, N is prime, and so the mapping M :
Denoting C := max ℓ≤L C ℓ in terms of the absolute constants of Proposition 8, then
We will use Lemma 9 to bound each of the probabilities in the above sum. However, the sums in Lemma 9 are indexed by [n] ℓ instead of I ℓ n . To close this gap, we perform another sequence of union bounds. First,
Next, we will decompose the sum over J ℓ n into multiples of sums of over [n] 1 , . . . , [n] ℓ−1 . Each (j 1 , . . . , j ℓ ) ∈ J ℓ n induces a partition of [ℓ] into at most ℓ − 1 parts. We may rewrite this sum by first summing over each partition S into ℓ − 1 parts and then over each assignment of elements to this partition, represented by a member of [n] ℓ−1 . That is, we may consider
H ′ S(i 1 ,...,i ℓ−1 ) .
The above expression will include H ′ j 1 ···j ℓ exactly once for each (j 1 , . . . , j ℓ ) that induces a partition of [ℓ] into exactly ℓ − 1 parts. However, since the indices (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ−1 ) ∈ [n] ℓ−1 need not be distinct, for each partition into more than ℓ − 1 parts, the above sum will overcount the corresponding terms H ′ j 1 ···j ℓ . To remedy this, we subtract the appropriate multiple of the sum over all partitions into ℓ − 2 parts. Then, having subtracted too many terms of the form H j 1 ···j ℓ corresponding to partitions into ℓ − 3 parts, we may add back the appropriate number of such terms. Iterating this process leads to a decomposition of the form
For our purposes, it suffices to observe that c s 1 ,...,s j is some positive integer crudely bounded by 2 L 3 ; indeed, 2 L 2 is a bound on the number of partitions of [ℓ] , and there are at most L − 1 steps in the iterative process above, so
The triangle inequality then gives
.
Next, we apply a union bound: has the same distribution as (
). With this, we continue:
Finally, pick α := ǫ/(6CL 3 2 2L 2 ) and take C
L large enough so that
Then by Lemma 9, each of the terms in (18) and (20) are at most Lα, and so
Proof of Lemma 7
We will use the following lemma, whose proof we save for later. Proof of Lemma 7. For now, we assume that p takes the form p = 2M for some M ∈ N, and later we interpolate with Littlewood's inequality. As such, we will bound the expectation of
In what follows, we write (21) as a large sum of products, and then we will take the expectation of each product in the sum. First, we denote ℓ 0 := u and observe
Since A has unit-norm columns, the diagonal entries of I − A * A are all zero, and so we can impose the constraint that ℓ h = ℓ h+1 for every h ∈ [k]. For the moment, we let T k+1 * denote the set of all (k + 1)-tuples ℓ of members of T that satisfy this constraint. Then
Next, we take the squared modulus of this quantity and raise it to the M-th power. To do so, it will be convenient to adopt the following notation to keep track of complex conjugation: Write x (p) to denote x if p is odd and x if p is even. Then
where ℓ 0,p = u and ℓ h,p denotes the h-th entry of ℓ (p) for every p ∈ [2M]. It is helpful to think of each tuple (ℓ (1) , . . . , ℓ (2M ) ) ∈ (T k+1 * ) 2M as a matrix ℓ ∈ T (k+1)×2M satisfying constraints of the form ℓ h−1,p = ℓ h,p . Let L denote the set of these matrices. Next, we write out the entries of I − A * A in terms of the entries of A:
After applying the distributive law, it will be useful to index with j h,p,1 , . . . , j h,p,L ∈ [n] in place of j 1 , . . . , j L ∈ [n] above, and in order to accomplish this, we let J denote the set of functions j :
. We also collect the entries of z by writing z ℓ := 2M p=1 k+1 h=1 z ℓ k+1,p (p) . Then the distributive law gives
When bounding the expectation, we can remove the z ℓ 's. To be explicit, we apply the linearity of expectation and the independence of the b i 's, the triangle inequality and the fact that z ∞ ≤ 1, and then the fact that each expectation Ee N is either 0 or 1:
This produces the bound
We estimate the size of this set S by first bounding the number N 1 (j) of ℓ ∈ L such that (ℓ, j) ∈ S, and then bounding the sum |S| = j∈J N 1 (j). Let m(j) denote the size of the image of j ∈ J and put r := ⌈m(j)/L⌉. By Lemma 11, there exist linearly independent 
where the last step uses the fact that x := ns −1/L ≥ 2, or equivalently x − 1 ≥ x/2, which implies k i=1 x i = x k+1 −x x−1 ≤ 2(x k − 1) ≤ 2x k . We now combine (22) and (23):
E|a * u A T (I − A * T A T ) k z| 2M ≤ n −η · (η/2) η (s 1/L ) η · 2(ns −1/L ) η/2 = 2(η/2) η (s 1/L n −1 ) η/2 . (24) Finally, we interpolate using Littlewood's inequality. Put X := a * u A T (I − A * T A T ) k z, given any p ≥ 2, let M denote the largest integer for which 2M ≤ p, and put θ := p/2 − M.
Consider the function defined by η(x) := (k + 1)Lx, and put η := η(p), η 1 := η(2M), and η 2 := η(2M + 2). Then (24) implies E|X| p ≤ (E|X| 2M ) 1−θ (E|X| 2M +2 ) θ ≤ 2((η 1 /2) η 1 ) 1−θ ((η 2 /2) η 2 ) θ (s 1/L n −1 ) η/2 ≤ 2η 2η (s 1/L n −1 ) η/2 , where the last step applies the fact that η 1 , η 2 ≤ 2η.
Proof of Lemma 11. First, we isolate the constant terms in the left-hand side: Since ℓ 0,p = u for every p, we have Then the left-hand side of (25) may be rewritten as ℓ, (h,p,q)∈j −1 (i) b h,p . It remains to find a subset S ⊆ [n] of size ⌈m/L⌉ for which { (h,p,q)∈j −1 (i) b h,p } i∈S is linearly independent. Initialize S = ∅, R := im(j), and t = 1, and then do the following until R is empty:
• select any (h t , p t ) for which there exists q t such that i t := j(h t , p t , q t ) ∈ R, and • update S ← S ∪ {i t }, R ← R \ {j(h t , p t , q) : q ∈ [L]} and t ← t + 1.
Since each iteration removes at most L members from R, the resulting S has size at least ⌈| im(j)|/L⌉ = ⌈m/L⌉. By construction, every t has the property that there is no q ∈ [L] or u < t for which (h t , p t , q) ∈ j −1 (i u ), and it follows that (h,p,q)∈j −1 (it) b h,p is the first member of the sequence to exhibit a contribution from b ht,pt . Thanks to this triangularization, we may conclude that { (h,p,q)∈j −1 (i) b h,p } i∈S is linearly independent.
